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Are the Fens a national stronghold for Water Voles?
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courses where Mink are found

is thought to be impossible with♥

out control of the Mink, which

is a costly and labour intensive

activity. HoweverV is this always

true where there is a loose meta♥

population structure in an envia

ronmcnt with a high degree of

habitat connectivity?

Water Vole surveys in the

Cambridgeshirg fans

Figure 1 shows the area within

 

the Catnhridgeshire fens where

  

oss and degradation, causing fragmentation and

isolation of vole populations. This has led to an

increased vulnerability to predation, espectally by

American Mink Music/a Nisan. which had. coin?

cidentally, been spreading and consolidating their

range throughout Britain during the 19705 and

1980s.

The dramatic decline of the \Vater Vole in

Caiuhridgeshire from 1989 to 1997 was reported

by Jefferies e! til, (2004), based on the results

from the national survey. Analy s showed a 95%

  

decline in locations with positive signs. suggest♥

ing that a major crash in the vole population

had occurred duringthis period. An analysis of

the types of watercourse sampled in this survey

showed that they were mainly rivers, streams and

main fen drains, ire. drains that were at least 5111 in

width; no surveys were tnade on minor drainage

ditches less than 5111 in width.

(ireen 84 Baker (2004) suggested that the

national survey results significantly under♥repre-

seated the state of the Water Vole population in

Cambridgeshire because it had it
   

ed a, gut cant  

population in the minor fen drainage ditches. it is

known that Water Voles live in meta♥populations

(Stoddart 1970, 1971), which makes accurate

survey results in the fens difficult, owing to the

dense network of interconnected drains. A survey

site may appear negative, when in fact the voles

are present in a drain only a few metres away.

Nationally, current conservation efforts are

concentrating on maintaining Water Voles in

☁key sites☁, mainly around the coast of England

The conservation of Water Voles along water,

☜MW Mimi-Wcmmcwm♥im

Figure 1 Cambridgeshire Fens Water Vole Survey Area.

significant Water Vole surveys

have been undertaken since

2000

The 2000 survey

The first major fens survey was a sample survey

undertaken to look at the occurrence of Water

Vole along the main drains (☁fen rivers☂) managed

by the Middle Level Commissioners (MLC) (Hill-

ier 2000). It covered 16 watercourses and was

designed as a catchmentwvide survey, with 86

survey locations, each approximately 600m long,

sited at regular intervals. Evidence ofW☂ater Voles

was found at 22% of the locations sampled. Some

of these were isolated locations, while others were

concentrations of positiie sites. The presence of

Mink was recorded at only one drain. These results

contradicted the 1997 national survey results from

(Iainhridgeshire. However, they were in line with

the results for the Anglia region as a whole, which

recorded a 29% occupancy.

The 2001 survey

In response to the 2000 survey findings, it was

decided to carry out a more detailed survey in four

discrete areas, looking at all of the Internal Drain,

age Board (IDB) drains within the selected areas,

as well as the ☁fcn rivers☁ ( lOOkm ofwatercourse in

total). This survey was undertaken in 2001 (Hillv

ier ck Baker 1001), with alternate 500m sections

of watercourse surveyed, thus giving a 50% cover,

age. This surve howed that there was at least an

82% occupancy by Water Voles in the four survey

areas (range from 65% to 100%). For the first

 

time, this confirmed the importance of the smaller

lDB drains for Water Voles, Mink were recorded

from only one drain.
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Curl Fen and Ransonmoor

study 20034005

In order to try to understand

more about the ecology of Water

Vole populations in the fens, a

longcrirerni study was required.

At the same time, concerns had

 

been expressed by some survey,

ors over the impact of ditch,

maintenance regimes on Water

Vole populations. The Middle

Level Commissioners were also

concerned that national guide-

lines on ditch management for

     

Water Vole might conflict with

their statutory drainage duties

on ditch systems that

extremely shallow gradients, and they wanted to

reconcile any potential conflict. The Wildlife Trust

and Middle Level Commissioners, with the support

of [WO Internal Drainage Boards, therefore agreed

to look at the Curt Fen IDB and Ransonmom IDB

have

areas in more detail. Figure 2 illustrates the two

study areas, and shows the main ditches that are

maintained by each IDB.

A three-year project (2003-2005) w

investigate the two areas, which each had different

as initiated to

ditch♥management regimes (Ross 2006). Ransom

moor had a maintenance regime that the MLC

considered to be more sympathetic to the needs of

Water Vole, as d

tice, whilst Curf Fen had a more intensive manage

ment regime. In both

machine-cleansing, or 'slubbinge

ribed by conservation best prac-

 

areas,

out☁, occurred on a three♥year

rotation, side-trimming

(hank♥teprofiling) work

while

was

carried our only as necessary. At

Ransonmoor flail~mowing was

carried out in advance of both

and side,

trimming works, with mowing

machine-cleansing

confined to the bankside From

which the machine was working,

to afford betrcr visibility. At Curt

Fen,

included flail-mowing, of most

the maintenance regime

banksides every year.

The project aims were:

I to gather baseline survey data

to provide an accurate picture

 

Figure 2 Ransonmoor and Curf Fen study areas.

of current Water Vole activity and distribution

patterns at both sites;

' to compare and contrast the impacts of the two

different management regimes on the Water Vole

populations.

Methods

At the start of the study, it was hoped to under?

take a complete survey of all the ditches within

both study areas each year. Unfortunately, it was

not possible to achieve the desired level of cover-

age during 2003 and .2004, owing to the time it

took to refine the survey methodology into an

efficient operation and through lack of time.

Experience gained from [he first two years led to

IBD ditch at Wimblington, combining land drainage with good

bankside and in-channel vegetation. Cliff Carson
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a number of refinements being made to the 2005

survey method. enabling more information to be

gathered during field survey and also allowing:

complete coverage of both survey areas. In 2005.

a handheld (iPS Linit was tised to record very

accurate locations of Water Vole signs: these were

then analysed within the Maplnfo GlS package.

In addition to vole activity. information recorded

during the survey includedchannel width. water

depth. bank height. bank slope. and detailed notes

of the vegetation present on both banks of each

ditch section. Any incidental Mink and Brown Rat

Ranns uoi'vegims signs were also recorded.

The methodology used for survey work broadly

followed that set out in the Waler Vole (Jouseriitr

 

Surveying for Water Voles at Ransunmoor using a canoe. Clil'l Carson

Iiorz Handbook (Strachan 1998), This included

searching for latrines. grazed lawns. runs, burrows

and feeding remains. as well as recording any

sightings of individuals. However. the established

methodology requires alternate 500m stretches to

be surveyed for every lkm covered; this method is

better suited forlinear river stretches, as opposed

to the complex networks of ditches that are typical

of the modern fenland landscape. For this reason

it was decided to survey whole ditches. rather

than rigidly following a set distance, For record

ing purposes, ditches were divided into sections.

a new section beginning whenever an intersection

between ditches occurred; typically. sections were

about 250m in length. At both sites all IDB-maiir

taiued ditches were selected for survey, together

With an extensive number of the smaller Side

ditches, managed by farmers. The total number

of ditch sections and total length of ditches in the

survey area are shown in Table l.
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Table 1 Summary of ditch-section numbers and

lengths surveyed at both sites.

            

Curl Fen Ransonmoor

Number Length Number Length

oi☁ ditch (km) at ditch (km)

sections sections

IDB- 57 ll 49 83 2l.86

maintained

ditches

Side ditches 46 l4 74 96 25 24

Total 103 27.23 l79 47 10

The cstab ished national survey methodology

requires only one hank to be surveyed on any one

varticular channel. However. because of vary?

regimes for

both banks

ing management

different banks.

were surveyed IDB-maintained

ditches. where sufficiently deep

water was present, were surveyed

by canoe. This was found to be

an extremely eff

 

ient method .

 

more rapid than foot survey.

and beingi at water level made it

easier to spot Water Vole signs.

The smaller side ditches. which

generally had much lower water

levels, were surveyed mainly on

foot. For these ditches survey?

ors worked in pairs. walking on

opposite hanks. enabling survey

ors to act as ☁spotters" for their partner; with the

more steepesided ditches. it is incredibly difficult

to see vole signs on the bank from which you are

working \X☂orking in pairs enabled the detection of

many field signs that would otherwise have been

missed. as well as reducing health and safety risks.

Table 2 Periods of survey for each year of the project.

   

2003 2004 2005

Curt Fen May/June May/Oct April

Ransonmoor Oct/Nov June/July April/May

      

April was found to be the optimum month for

survey work within a fen environment In this

month, the voles are fully active and vegetation is

still short enough to enable efficient survey. Later in

the year. tall vegetation. especially Common Reed

Plzi☁agmiles ziListra/is and Stinging Nettles Urticu

dioial, made surveying increasingly difficult.
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Results

A summary of the results is presented in Tables 3

and 4. The subsequent discussion focu

ularly on the 2005 results, when a 100% cover»

partic-

 

age of the ditches was achieved, providing an

extremely accurate snapshot of current \X/ater

Voie activity in the area. Table 3 gives those for

the larger IDB-maintained ditches at both Curf

Fen and Rausonmoor (generally 375m in width).

while Table 4 gives those results for the smaller

side ditches. managed by farmers (generally l♥lm

in width).

Table 3 Summary of survey results for IDB♥

maintained ditches.

     

Curt Fen 2003 2004 2005

Length (km) of ditches surveyed 454 9 39 12 49

Length (km) of surveyed ditches 1,66 1.65 7.95

with Water Voie activity

☜A: length of surveyed ditches 36,6 17.6 63.7

With Water Voie activity

Ransonmoor 2003 2004 2005

Length (km) of ditches surveyed 7 84 13.24 21.86

Length (km) of surveyed ditches 6 51 10.24 20.25

With Water Voie atlivny

% 1ength of surveyed ditches 83 0 77 3 92 6

With Water Vole activrty

 

Table 4 Summary of survey results for side ditches.

         

Curt Fen 2003 2004 2005

Length (km) of ditches surveyed 7.49 0 14.74

Length (km) of surveyed ditches 2 26 0 580

with Water Voie activity

% length of surveyed ditches 30 2 0 39 3

With Water Voie activity

Ransonmoor 2003 2004 2005

Length (km) of ditches surveyed 10 65 2.34 25 24

Length (km) of sun/eyed ditches 3 59 ☁1 3 7 53

W1il1 Water Vole activtty

% 1ength of surveyed ditches 33 7 54,3 29 8

With Water Voie activrty

 

These results demonstrated that the IDBemaine

tained ditches had a very 111th occupancy of Water

Voles, with 93% at Ransonmoor and 64% at Curf

Fen. Although the voles were less frequent in the

side ditcbes☁ they still occurred along 39% of the

Curf Fen ditches and 30% of those in Ransom

moor. Combining the figures gave an overaii occu-

pancy of 59% at Rausonmoor and 50% at Curf

lien.
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Figure 3 Relationship between Water Vole presence

and ditch water levels.
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A more detailed analysis was undertaken of the

possible factors influencing the choice of ditch

by \X☂ater Vales, including channel width, water

depth, bank height, hank slope, and type ofemere

gent and bankside vegetation. The only factor to

show a significant relationship with Water Vole

presence or absence was water depth.

The importance of having a reasonable depth of

water for Water Volcs cannot be overstated. The

2005 results showed a very strong positive corre♥

lation (Pearson☁s Product Moment Correlation

Coefficient of 12078, Where 11:17☜), statistically

significant at the 1% icvel) between \X☂ater Vole

activity and water levels. Figure 3 illustrates the

relationship found between Ransonmoor ditch

water leveis and the presence or absence of Water

Volcs. Ditches with a water level below 5cm had a

complete absence of voles. and at 1071mm it was

sti l extremely unlikely that the animals would be

present. A water depth of 30cm was the critical

dc )th at which the voles occupied the ditches if

ot 161☂ habitat conditions were suitable.

Another finding of the study was that the \Vater

Vole population appe; ed to have a patchy distrie

bution. with a few hotspots but with other areas

  

W1CI'C they were absent altogether. Sometimes

two such contrasting areas were adjacent to each

ot ier. with no obvious reasons for one area being

se ected over the other. Surveys over the three years

also appeared to show that the \☁i/ater Volcs wouid

move in response to changing habitat conditions.

w tether as a result of natural factors or of manage?

ment. Although the Survey was not able to collect

☁is of

 

sufficient data to undertake a detailed anal

 

the effects of management, there were two 2 eas

 
\vtere data were collected both prior to and after

major management work.

One area in the southeeast of (:urf Fen had

Water Voics present in 2003. During autumn 2003,

work included a mixture of slubbing♥out of silt
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Airfield ditch, Curf Fan. This ditch was cleared in a manner which was

sympathetic to Water Vales in autumn 2005; in spring 2006 voles had

returned. A Proud

and banka'eprofiling. In 2004, in the areas where

hanlm☁eprofiling only had occurred, the voles had

moved to an adiacent unmanaged section of ditch.

Along the section that had been cleared of silt,

no eiidence of vole activity was found in this or

adjacent ditches. However, by the time of the 2005

survey, \Vater Voles had returned to all the ditches

that had been \\ 01"th in 2003.

In an area to the west of Ransonmoor, slubbinge

out was undertaken over winter 2004/05 The

survey results showed that there had been little

change in the location of Water Voles between

2004 and 2003i In another example at Ranson☁

tnoor, the 2005 survey found voles present along

twoahirds of one section where the bank had been

i☁epr<)filetl over winter 2004/05 Unfortunately,

there were no results from this section in 2004

which would have enabled a determination of

whether the population had declined.

In February 2006. a visrt in the aftermath of

major reprofiling work showed how it could have

a significant negative impact on vole populations.

Along one stretch, where high levels of vole actiw

ity had been recorded in spring 2005, before the

work, all vole habitat on the worked side had been

destroy ed and the ditch had been taken over by

Brown Rats. The removal of all emergent vegeta-

tion, and continued low water levels, had further

made the ditch unattractive to volesi It will be

interesting to discover whether the voles will

recolonise and, if so, how long it will take them.

Discussion

The surveys have demonstrated

that the [DBanaintained, intein

niediatcisized ditches (375m

wide) are the lnusl favoured

habitat, as these generally have

permanent water of sufficient

depth and at least some emergent

and marginal vegetation. In these

ditches, \☁(latcr Vole occupancy s

extremely high, although voles

are usually present only in small

numbers. These findings have

been bac \ed tip by other detailed

studies undertaken for the \X☂ild

life Trust (I☂I☁oud 2005).

Water Voles will also use the

smaller farm ditches, when the

habitat is suitable, although

these provide a suboptimal habitat and are often

prone to periods of drying-out. as a result of irrii

gation practices. In Spite of this, they do provide

additional potential habitat and so complement

the IDBrinaimained ditches.

The higher occupancy at Ransonmoor is thought

to be due to the less intensive management regime

and the greater connectivity between ditches, thc

voles at Curf Fen haying to use less optimal habie

tat in the smaller side ditches to a greater degree

Observations suggest that Water Voles are form»

ing a loose, metaipopulation structure, with the

distribution of voles changing both between years

and Within years in response to changes in habitat.

The populations also appear to be fairly robust in

the face of ditchimaimgenient practices, althouin

that is not to say that these practices cannot be

improved.

The results indicate that, when it comes to de♥silt-

ing work, the current method employed (working

lust one side, over the winter. and placing removed

material well away from the banks) has minimal

impact on vole populations. Good levels of vole

activity were observed along such ditches in the

spring and summer following the work. However,

bankireprotiling can lead to a loss of habitat, force

ing voles toseek alternative locations. While they

have returned within two years in one case, there

are others where a return may not happen. If suita-

ble habitat is not available nearby, such work could

result in the loss of small, isolated populations
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1: national straight☜?

Recent surveys demonstrate the

importanceofthedrainageeditch

network in the (iambridgeshire

fens for Water Voles. As a rule

of thumb, we expect on aver,

age 70% of IDB drains within

a study area to have positive

signs of Water Vole. Elsewhere

in the Fens, surveys in Norfolk

(5 Henson, pers. comm) and

Suffolk (P Hemphill, pers.

comm.)appearto paintasimilar

picture. Water Voles are present

in a significant area of lowland

England, and seem to be surviv-

ing well in spite of Mink and

some potentially unsympathetic

ditch-management activities. Although there are a

few hotspots, the population appears to be widely

distributed at low frequency, in a loose meta»

population structure. The inter♥connectivity of thc

drainage-ditch network appears to have allowed

Water Voles to survive. when they have been lost

from rivers and streams throughout the rest of

the county and much of lowland England Surely.

the Fens should now be recognised as a national

stronghold for [his mucheloved and threatened

species

The futurg

Although this article shows that Water Voles are

surviving over a large area of the liens, concerns

remain. Despite the healthy distribution of the

species across the Fens, it should be noted that in

any particular ditch the Water Vole populations

are usually small. and therefore still vulnerable to

disturbance. Another concern is the apparent slow

decline in colonies witnessed in some parts of the

Fens. even though few signs of Mink are being

found, Could it be that disturbance and loss of

habitat from periodic ditch management could be

taking their toll on the Fens population? Perhaps

the voles are becoming more secretive? Or perhaps

Mink are under-recorded and are in fact depress,

ing vole populations?

One thing is clear: our current understanding

of the ecology of this species in the Fens remains

patchy. It is essential that more detailed research

is undertaken, to inform the national Water Vole

 

Good quality Water Vole habitat at Purl's Bridge IDB ditch, Manea.

Cliff Carson

conservation strategy. The Wildlife Trust and lDBs

have fundedmuch of the survey work to date, but

do not have the resources to undertake the neces

sary detailed studies.

Unanswered questions include:

' What is the trend in the Fens population?

~ Are different patterns discernible in different

parts of the Fens?

' What is the population structure within the

fenland environment?

' Are Water Voles site~faithful or are they

highly mobile and, if so, how far will they move

in response to deleterious (but often temporary)

changes to their habitat?

The authors believe that it is time that the

national Water Vole steering group recognised the

importance of areas beyond the national key sites,

which are mainly coastal reedbed and grazing-

marsh 55515. If the Fens have continued to support

a population of national significance during a

major period of Mink predation. might they not

provide a better source of animals for recoloni-

sation of large areas of lowland England than

do isolated coastal sites? The waterways of the

Fens are directly connected to many of the largest

catchments in lowland England, so that, if Mink

populations remain depressed as a result of expan♥

sion in the Otter Lllh☁a lam: population, there is

the possibility that a species with a large capacity

to reproduce could naturally recolonise many of

its former haunts

To end on a positive note, a code of good prac-
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Results of recent surveys show that Water Voles are present in the Fens in an extensive loose meta♥

population. Richard Revels

rice for the management of fenland drainage

ditches has recently been produced and is now

being adopted by the drainage hoards within the

Middle Level. Hopefully. Water Voles will continue

to thrive in the Fens and begin the long, slow prod

ess of recolonising adjacent areas. Should you be

travelling throuin the Fens, do not write off the

landscape as a biological desert; ☁Ratty☂ is pl☁Ull☁

ably all around you,

 

liowietitger☁ner ,

 

Many thanks are due to the numerous voluw

tears, too many to mention, who have helped to

undertake the surveys over the past few years, but

particular mention must go to Murray Corke for

his help and the use of his canoe. Thanks are owed

also to the Middle Level (Zommi

Fen IDB. Ransonmoor JDB, Environment Agency,

Anglian Water, English Nature, Caniliridgeshire

  

onersV Curt

County Council and the Cainhridgeshire and

Peterhorough Biodiversity Partnership, who have

all contributed funding
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